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THREE-BODY FORCES AND THE TRINUCLEONS

J. L. Friar
Theoretical Division, Los Alamos National Laboratory

Los Alamoa, NM 87545

A.MTRACT

Three-body forces are discussed in the context of classical,
atomic, solid-state and nuclear physics. The basic theoretical
ingredients used in the construction of such forces are reviewed,
Experimental evidence for three-nucleon forces and an overview of
the thrae-nucleon bound states are presented.

INTRODUCTION

Three-body forces play a minor role in most branches of
physics, whether classical, atomic, solid-state, or nuclear physics.
The archetype of a two-body, or paimiae, force is the classical
gravitational force between particles or large composite objects,
such as stars and planetrn. This long-range forca is always
attractive. The pairwisa Coulomb force between charged particles,
electrons and nuclai, has an identical functional form, but with the
additional complication of a dependence on electrical charge. The
longest-range force between neutral atoms is ths paintiaa Casimir-

Polderlinteraction (-l/r’), although the long-range van der Waals

potential (-1/r6) is dominant. The familiar (two-body)
samiphenomenologfcal nucleon-nucleon force models in nuclear physics
form the computation basis of our field, They contain the
additional complexity of the spin and iaospin degrae~ W: ‘“eedom of
the nucleon and incorporate a large amount of phenomsnology. In
analopy to tha long=rango atom=atom interactions, the form of th~
longest-ranga part of tha two=nuclaon forca (tho ono-pion-exchange
pottntial) IB datormlnad by gmaral principles.

These pairwla~ forcos ●ra dominant , and a description of nature
Ilsingsuch forcas alono rangas from good to excellent, Finding
small effects due ta tidditional forces of fundamentally different
type Ls not an may task and often founders on an inadequate ability
to solva tha many-body problem, Making a small error in treating
the dominant fores can mask a smallar interaction, This is the
reason why slmplo sy-tomm aro tho traditional hunting ground for
small, exotic ●ffacts, Examples ●re the one-electron ●nd two=
elactrort ions in atomic pliysics ●nd the two- and thrae=nucleon
systems in nuclear physic-. Incerprecability depends on
calculational precision, and simple systams are tha best piacc for

this . Tho rtcant axperimant2 on the Lamb shift in Halium=llka
Uranium ions depends-heavLly on detailed theoretical calculations in
order to unravel the physlca, Similarly, the two= and three-nucleon
systems provide tho bmst opportunity for datecting and dotafling the

proporciom of “SMAA” nontrwditituml meohaniwmr lnnuoloa~ physics,’
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such as meson-exchange currents, relativistic effects, and three-
body forces.

THREE-BODY FORCES

Are three-body forces necessary in all circumstances? The
answer is usually no, in principle, but, yes, in practice. in order
to elucidate this obscure answer, we must provide a proper
definition for such a force, and this is best done by example. If
the nonlinearities of general relativity are ignored, the classical
gravitational interaction between LWO elementary bits of matter is
the radially-directed pairwise force assumed by Newton, Any
additional particles interact via che same mechanism. Newton
invented integral calculus so that he could linearly superimpose the
elementary interactions in two or more composite systems. Such a
superposition rules out ~ three-body forces which would
exist if the interaction between one pa$.rof particles depended on
the presence of a third particle.

CLASSICAL THREE-BODY FORCES

Newton’s superposition assumption does not rule out three-body
forces between composite objects, however, Imagine that two such
objects are the earth and the moon, which are assumed for the moment
to be spherical and rigid, The radially directed force between them
has been calculated by generations of physics students, and btihaves
as if the earth and moon were pointlike, with their masses
concentrated at their geometric centers. Adding a third object,
such as a satellite orbiting the earth, does not increase the
complexity, because the force on that object is the sum of ics
simple pairwise interactions with the moon and the aarth, The water
in the earth’s oceans is not rigid, however, and is deformed by Che
moon’s attraction to produce tides, This tidal deformation changes
the gravitational force on the satellite, whic!lnow depends on the
relative orientations of the earth and moon in a complicated way, as
illustrated in Figure 1. The satallita feals o weak (tidal) three-
body force in addition to the (much stronger) pairwise interactions
with the solid part of tho earth and with the moon, which wa have
assumed are unaffected by their mutual presenca,

This simplo exareplc LS th~ archetype for most three.body forces
in nature, including tho nuclear ones, Such forces typically share
common traits: (1) they are tho result of treating the interactions

of QM12QlM ob~ectg! sinco tht alemontary interactions between
~ were assumed to be two-body in nature (i.e., it’s a
th~orists’ game); (2) alternatively, freezing out degrees of freedom

(e.g., 3 bodies VS, 10N bodies) leads to such forces; (J) they have
a strong orientation (angular) dependence, just as the forca on t+e
saeelllte depends crucially on its orientation with Kaspe(.tto the
tidal bulge, positioned by the moon; (4) we have d!.scus~rdonly the
long-ranga part of thtiforce (far from the earth’s center), which is
generally the easiest part to calculate in any area of phyoics; (5)
diatottion (changs of shape] is oftem tha ori~in of such forcas.
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The tidal three-body force effect on a satellite is observable,
because the latter’s position can be determined with great
precision.

,,

Fig, 1, Classical three-body force arising fzom tides,

THE THREE-NUCLEON FORCE

The pion is the lightest of all observed hadrons, It med~.ates
the longestrange part of both the two-nucleon (OPEP) and three-
nucleon (2R3NF) forces, Because the two- and three-nucleon systems
are not deeply bound, and henco the nucleons lie relatively far
apart, OPEP, V , plays a very importane role, particularly through
its tensor for~co One might ●xpect the corresponding importance of
the 2n3NF, mediated by the exchange of two pions and illustrated in
Figure 2, Tha first nucleon in (2a) emits a virtual pion which
scatters (off-shsll) from the second nucleon and is ultimately
absorbed by the third nucleon. This virtual scattering contains a
variety of physical mechanisms (2b-2f), not all of which are “real”
three-body forces, Just as our classical axample contained a small
three-body force (the tidal bulge) in addition to a two-body force
(from the solid earth), the sequential fntoraction of OPEP in the
triton is part of solving the Schrodingar equation with two-body
forces. Such a process is depicted graphically in Figure (2b), and
is not a true three-body force. Eliminating this diagram in a
consistent calculation is somewhat tricky, however, and has only

been accomplf.shad recently,
4
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We note that the A-mediated force5 is a “distortion” of a

nucleon, like our previous example. The Axilrod-Teller6 three-atom
force which is generated by the same mechanism (dipole distortion)
that produces the pairwise van der Waals interaction is analogous co
the 3-A force in nuclei. The “pair” process in (2d) is analogous to

the Primakoff-Holstein7 3-electron force in atoms. The pion in (2e)
and (2f) scatters from other virtual mesic constituents of the
triton. The latter graphs are the analogues of the intermediate
energy nuclear scattering processes in Figure 3, where pion-nucleus

scattering in (3a) can proceed via r-r scattering and proton-
nucleus scattering in (3b) has a distinctive signature produced by

nucleon-antinucleon “pair” correlations in the Dirac approach.
9

(a)

H-1.-
(d)

(b)

(0)

M!,.-,A

(c)

H-9 ---

u

(f)

Fig. 2. Componmts of the 2x3NF in (a) are decomposed in (c) - (f).

The multipl~ charge states of the pion and the characteristic
spin-dependent pion-nucleon vartex generata a rich spin and isotopic
spin dependence, Moraovor, becaus, tho two-body potential energy in
a nucleus naively depende quadratically on ths density and the
three-body ●nergy varies c(~bically, the relativa effect of the
three-body forcen could change dramatically between spin-saturated
and unaaturatad systems, or betwee,~ tha diffuse triton and denser

10
nuclear miittar,
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Fig. 3. Three-body forces in pion- and proton-nucleus scattering.

SIZE SCALES

A representative component of the 2n3NF has a schematic form
expressible in terms of OPEP (Vfi)and the nucleon rest energy:

V~/Mc2, typical of one clash of relativistic corrections. Using

~m> -30 MeV leads to an estimate of 1 MoV, or 2 percent of the

11
rough value of the total potential energy, 50 MeV. This is also

3
commensurate with other naive estimates of relativistic
corrections.

TWO- AND THREE-BODYFORCECALCULATIONS

Recently there has been substantial progress in our ability to
12

solvs the Faddeev equations for che three-nucleon problem. Those
equations are exactly equivalent to tha Schrodirger ●quation, but

13
are written in such ● way that boundary conditions are much easier
to implement. This technique currently represents the most accurate
way to solve the triton problam for realistic pot~ntf.als, although
there has been substantial progress using many diffarent—

14-15
compu~ational ❑ethods: hyparspherical harmonic expansions ,

Green’s function Monte Carlo techniques
16-18

# and the Rayleigh-Ritz
19-21variational approach . Large basis triton Faddeev

22,23
calculations can bo p~rformed with an accuracy of approximately
10 kaV out of a total binding energy of roughly 8 MeV, Cases which
have been treated ~nclude two-body forces only, and two-body plus
three-body forces,

Two-body force results for “realistic” potentials with strong

tensor forces includa: Reid Soft Core24 (RSC) [-7,36 MeV],

Argonm
29

V,h (AV14) [-7.58 HeV}, sup.m stia cow (c)l
A

26 [.~,53’Hav),
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de Tourreil-Reuben-Sprung27 (B) [-7,57 MeV], Paris28 [-7,64 MeV],

and Bonn2g [-8.33 MeV].30 All of these results follow from large

basis calculations,
22,31

and with the exception of the Bonn

resuit32’33 have a binding deficiency of approximately 1 MeV,
The latter potential has at least 3 salient features. The

configuration space version has a momentum dependence of the form

(p2,4(r))/M, in common with the Paris
28 34

and Nijmegen potentials,
By itself, therefore, this feature cannot account for the
difference. A second feature is the fact that, in common with the
AV14 Potential and unlike the others, the T-1 potential is fit to np

scattering results. This will always enhance the binding, as the

following argument
35 11shows. Because the angular momentum barrier

suppresses higher partial waves, s-wave forces and the concomitant
tensor-coupled d-waves dominate the triton binding. There are 3
pairs of forces, one T-1 pair between the two neutrons, Vnn, and two

np forces which are 3/4 S-1 (T-O) and 1/4 S-O (T=l) by statistical

spin weighting. Thus the triton potential is V - ; VnP(T-O) + ~

[

2 21
~ np(T-l)), and theSvnn + v effective T-1 potential is a ‘ - a

weighting of nn and np forces, of which the latter is che stronger,
Using a pure Vnp(T-l) force will overbind, while using Vnn alone

tends to underbind. Crude estimates
35

indicate that each 1/3 costs
about 100 keV, or using Vnn alone underbinrisby 100 keV and using

v
np

alone overbi.ndsby 200 keV, The third salient feature is the

weak tensor force in the Bonn potential, This i~asbeen known for
two decades to increase che triton binding, The reason is that the
tenser force dominatas the binding in ~oth the deuteron and triton,
It is most effective in the deuteron, however, where virtually all
of the potential energy is associated with the tensor force. Tha
obvious requirement that realistic forces reproduce tha deuteron
binding energy means that weakening the tensor force must be
compensated by an increase in the (attractive) central, force, The
latter is more effective in the triton and this leads to an incraase

in the binding. Simple (but unphysical) models35 without a tensor
force o’;erbindthe triton. Whether the tensor farce in the Bonn
model is more pl~ysical than those of the older forces remains to bo
determined in the future, Nucleon-nucleon scattering data which are
sensitive to the tensor force are of rather low quality, Rec6nt
efforts have begun to improvu this situation, but the required
experiments are very difficult,

Given that the triton binding energy is too l~w, will three-
body forces improve the situation in a curtv{ncingfashion? A
variety of models have been developed which incorporate two-pion.

36
exchange three.body forces, The Tllcson.Meik>urne force fS tha
oldest rd-richincorporates’chiral cons?rafm?s wirh gomt phenomenology
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37
for “soft” pion-nucleon scattering. The Brazilian approach uses
phenomenological La.grangiansrather than current algebra, but is

10
quite similar. The Urbana-Argonne model is purely
phenomenological, but is also based on two-pion exchange.

An additional approach is the Hajcluk-Sauer(HS) isobar model.
38

This model is distinct from the others in that it incorporates the
isobars into the triton wavefunction MUQiGQQP rather than
incorporating them ~lic~ into the two- and three-body forces.
The additional complexity required by this approach makes the HS
calculation a tour de force and unique among trinucleon
calculations, Nevertheless, this model is also based primarily upon
two-pion-exchange.

The common ingredient in all of these models is the long-range
behavior. Using the most common short-range behavior suggested by
the phenomenology of chiral symmetry breaking in the pion-nucleon

interacti.on3’produces a near unanimity of results for the first

three models. The additional binding
22,31

is approximacGly 1.5 MeV,
which would overbind all of the previously discussed two-body
models, However, reasonable alternative modifications of the short
range behavior associated with the range of the pion-nucleon form
factor can lead to much more or much less binding. The purely
pionic forces are very sensitive to the assumed short-range
behavior, The fourth model of Hadjuk and Sauer is very different in
approach and technical development. It leads to approximately .3
MeV additional binding. However, because this calculation is unique
and its physics development very different from the others, it has
not proven possible to trace the difference in binding to any
particular difference in physical assumptions. Thus, although the
techniques used in solving the triton Faddeev equations have been
extended in principle and practice to include three-body forces, the
results of such calculations are problematical at this time,

SCALING OF OBSERVABLE

If the binding energies of two-body or two-body plus three-body
force models are in disagreement with experiment, can the other
observable associated with each of these calculations be trusted?

The answer is no, in general. With a little additional care,
39

however, we can make predictions which are much more reliable, The
trick is to recognize thae the triton, like the deuteron, is a
weakly bound system (EB/A<3 MeV) and a fair fraction of the time the

nucleons will be outside of each other’s force rr.nge. ~US, much of
the environment in the triton for each of these models should be
determined by the binding energy, which sets the size scale. In
addition, the longest-range component of all realistic force models

is OPEP.40 We need to recall that in the deuteron the asymptotic
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v2; anform of the wavefunction is given by exp(-mr)/r, where K-EB

13
analogous but more complicated form holds for the triton.

If this argument holds, scaling ’may result. That is,
observable for a given force model may depend primarily on the
binding energy for that model, and not on the details of the force
other than common, physically constrained ingredimts such as OPEP.
This hypothesis is easy to test if one uses the many combinations of
two- and two- plus three-body force models which have been solved
recently, and plot each observable versus the corresponding model
binding energy. If a narrow band is obtained over the rather wide
range of energies of the various models, we say that “scaling”
!lolds; that is, there is only a single effective independent
variable: CLC binding energy. Extrapolation to the physical
binding energies of 3He and ‘H is then a rather simple operation.

Examples of scaling are the Phillips’ line
41

for n-d doublet
42

scattering lengths and the Tjon line for the alpha particle
binding energy.

A good example of this process is the rms charge radius.
Schematic trinucleons are depicted below in Figure 4. The protons
are shaded. 12 all NN forces were identical we would have the
equilateral configuration in (4a), The rms charge radius is the
(mean) distance from the trinucleon center-of-mass (CM) to any one
of the protons, Because the pp or nn force is weaker uhan the np

(a)

(b) (cl

Fig, 4, Schematic tri.nucleonswith coordinates,
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Fig. 5. Scaling plot of rms charge radii calculations with fits and
data,

force, the like particies actually lie further from the CM than the
remaining unlike particle, Qualitatively, the angle # in Figure
(4b) is greater than 60° and the equilateral configuration (S-state)
in (a) becomes isosceles in (b). The deviation of the isosceles
from the equilate~al configuration is a measure of the mixed
symmetry S’-state. The gecmetry clearly indicates that the ch~lrge
radius of 3He is greater than that of 3H. This is shown in Figure

2 1/25, a “scaling plot” of the rms charge radius <r > versus EB for

our theoretical data set. A point Coulomb interaction is included

in the 3He calculations.
43

The data from a Saclay
44

analysis are in
good agreement with the simple fits.

The qualitative behavinr can be easily understood, The mean-
square radius is a matrix element which heavily weights the
asymptotic portion of the wavefunction, which is determined by

K-(E )1/2, Assuming that the entire wavefunction is given by the
asym~totic form and performing the quadrature leads to
<r2>l/2-E-l/2

The isoscalar combination of rms radii
“2[(2<r2>HeB+ <r >H)/311/2, does indeed vary in this fashion, while

the difference component, which is largely determined by the S’-
.

state, decreases more nearly as EBL, Thn laeter behavior can be

traced to the rapid decrease of the probability of the St-state,

P
-2

S’-EB ‘
as a function of binding. This trend has a large spread

39
and does not manifest scaling as clearly as the rms radii.
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Although not specifically included on our plot, the Bonn result.
30

falls on the 3H curve. 43
The weak pp Coulomb force produces two competing effects on

the ‘He charge radius. The Coulomb interaction lowers the binding
energy and this increases the radius. In addition the asymptotic
form of the wavefunction is changed from a Hankel function
(exponential) to a Whittaker function, which falls more rapidly at
large separations, thus lowering the rms radius. These two effects
are seen clearly in Figure 6.

2

1.9

1.8

1.7

1.6

Fig, 6. Scaling plot of 3He rms charge radius talc .lations,with
and without a Coulomb interaction.

The Coulomb energy of 3He has long been known to be smaller
than the 764 ket binding energy difference of 3He and 3H, The first
quantitative demonstration of this was’given by Fabre de la

Rf.pelle
45

and Friar46, who derived a simple approximation to the
Coulomb energy which allowed experimental electron scattering data
to be used to estimate that energy. The simplest version of that
formula can be derived from Figure 4, The (point-nucleon) Coulomb
potential in Figure (4a) is a/x, where a is the fine structure
constant, If the trinucleons are primarily in an equilateral
configuration, we can replace x by Jjr, which in effect replaces the
two-body correlation function by the charge density:

.
Ec - <a/o = (~/~~)fd3rpCh(r)/r. This simple approximation can be

extended to include mixed-symmetry wave function components and the

proton’s charge distribution, ~t can be demonstrated
43

to work at
the 1% level by calculating both sides of the relationship, If
experimental data are used for pch one finds Ec m 638 f 10 keV, A
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Fig. 7. Scaling plot of ‘He Coulomb energy,

scaling plot of E= versus EB, taking account of the proton’s charge

distribution, is shown in Figure 7, It pro?uces E= M 652 keV at E
B

- 8.48 MeV. The slightly larger number results from the inability
of theoretical wave functions to reproduce the inner portion of
pch(r)! which leads to a small increase in EC. The additional 100

keV which is needed is due to other direct an~ indirect charge-
symmetry-breaking mechanisms,

Another important set of observable are the asymptotic
30,47

normalization constants , If one stretches the triton until a
deuteron is outside the force range of the remaining neutron, the
wave function becomes proportional to an exponential (-exp(-@y),
where y is the relative coordinate of the two systems and ~ is the
wave number for the deuteron-tri.tonbinding energy difference), The
proportionality constant is ehe asymptotic normalization, Because
of the NN tensor force, there are actually 2 constants, one for s-
wave (CS) and one for d-wave (CD), and their ratio, q = CD/CS,

There has been considerable recent interest in these constants for
40

the analogous deuteron problem , Because the wave number @
increases as triton binding increases, the asymptotic wave function
be~omes steeper and probability decreases in the exterior region,
It becomes easier for the asymptotic wave function to match smoothly
onto the interior portion if the asymptotic nutimalizationconstant
increases as the binding increases, Each constant (CS, CD and q)

increases with energy, as illustrated by q in Figure 8, Both 3H and
3He (with a Coulomb interaction) are shown together with data.

The scarpering of a nucleon from a deuteron at very low
energies leads to two scattering lengths: doublet (a2) and quartet
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(a4). The latter is not very interesting, being primarily sensitive

to the deuteron binding energy. The former, however, reflects the
41

underlying dynamics of the triton
48

but perhaps in a trivf,alway .
Figure 9 shows the results of n-d aid p-d dcublet scattering length

49
calculations at Los Alamos for a variety of realistic and
unrealistic two-body and three-body force models, plotted versus the
corresponding 9H or ‘He binding energy. The n-d case scales
according to the “Phillips line” and passes through the datum. The
p-d case does not and is controversial because of the existence of
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0.046

r
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0030 L.* * .L-l_. ..__A.._.—.LL_LA_4_ L-.-.-L .-l

0 7 9 10
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Fig, 8, Scaling plot of the asymptotic 9/S ratio, with fits and
data,
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Fig. 9, Phillips’ curve for Nd doublnt scattering lengths, with
fits and data.
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extiemely weak, long-range polarization forces (-1/r4 E .,,), which
nevertheless affect the definition of the scattering length,
Recently it has been shown that a proper treatment of these long-
range forces should produce a negligible change in a2, although some

50,51
care needs to be exercised . There is still an unresolved
discrepancy between the results of Refs, 49 and 52, and those of
Ref. 53.

SJMMARX
There has been much progress in our understanding of 3He and 3H

recently, Faddeev calculations of high accuracy are now possible
for binding energies and other observable. This has led in some
cases to both quantita~ive and qualitative descriptions, We still
have an incomplete knowledge of the triton binding at the level of
roughly 1 MeV, but our understanding of certain trinucleon
observable is much better,
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